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Overview 
 

About the Release Notes 

The Release Notes are a comprehensive user guide for the latest release of Mambu. The Mambu 
Release Notes give you everything you need to get up and running with the new features and 
enhancements in the latest release. 

What’s Included in the Release Notes 

For every new major enhancement, the Release Notes provide: 

● A high-level description of the functionality 
● Implementation tips to help you get started with setup and administration 
● Tips to help you maximize the benefits 

Beyond the major new features, there may be additional enhancements or functional changes which 
will be included along with a brief description. 

Your Feedback Matters 

We know how important the Release Notes, online help, and documentation are to your company's 
success with Mambu. To continually improve the service we deliver to you, we want to know what 
works and what doesn't. Let us know by contacting support@mambu.com or your account manager. 
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1. New Features 

[IAA-116] - Added ability to use Proxies when setting up SSO for a 
dedicated environment 
In order to be able to use proxies when setting up SSO for dedicated environment, we have added a 
new optional parameter named ACS URL that will correlate the Response with the original 
AuthRequest. This additional optional field will not affect current SSO setups. 

2. Improvements 

[LNS-18] - Produce schedule on revolving credit regular repayment 
dates, even if Principal Due is zero for next instalment 

Mambu added an improvement to the Revolving Credit product type schedule functionality: generating 
zero-principal instalments on due dates, even if there is no principal due. Below is a description of the 
previous and the new behaviour.  

Previously: 
Mambu did not generate a schedule instalment for revolving credit accounts if the principal amount 
would be zero. This is not applicable for the scenario when on the account the expected principal is 
set to zero, since, in this scenario zero-principal instalments are generated by default. 
 
New: 
Going forward, Mambu will generate a schedule instalment for revolving credit accounts, regardless if 
the principal amount is zero or not. This means that, for revolving credit accounts, Mambu will 
generate interest only instalments, fee only instalments or pure grace installments.  
 
The new functionality will apply by default to new accounts only. Existing accounts must be 
rescheduled in order to benefit from the new behaviour. Otherwise, the existing behaviour (where 
zero-principal instalments are not generated on the due date) will remain until the termination of the 
loan.  

Several bugs were also generated by the lack of this functionality, which should no longer be 
applicable to new accounts. Existing accounts that are affected by these issues should also be 
rescheduled in order for the bug not to reproduce anymore, since applying the fix on existing accounts 
impacts previously paid installments, specifically resulting in being recalculated.  

[IAA-78] - Enable 'Create New API user' POST for tenants that have 
SSO enabled (when role assigned contains only API Access) 
If Federated Authentication is enabled on your environment, new Users can only be created via the 
integrated IdP. In the case of API users, as these are based on Mambu logins, new API users could 
only be created through a lengthier workaround. 
 
With IAA-78, we have now reintroduced the ability to create an API user, via a create user POST call. 
Please note that this will only be possible if the Role assigned to this new user only offers API Access 
(for Mambu UI users, the users must be managed through IdP). 
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[LNS-44] - Act/Act Day Count Convention for Deposit Accounts 
Mambu introduced a new improvement to the Deposits product line for the days in year options: 
Act/Act Day Count Convention. Before this implementation days in year were fixed, but now with 
LNS-44 leap year will be considered in the interest rate computation. This means that the actual 
number of days in the period divided by the number of days in the current year are used.  
 

[API-1282] - Lock deposit accounts via API 2.0 
The change state endpoint for transitioning a deposit account through its life cycle has been 
enhanced with the lock option. You can now lock deposit accounts by API 2.0 using this endpoint by 
providing the “Lock” action in the JSON payload. 
 
We have also updated the JSON payload used for the change state endpoint by removing the notes 
field from its wrapper and placing it on the first level, as you can notice in the sample payload below: 
 
{ 

  "action": "LOCK", 

  "notes": "Account locked due to suspicious activity" 

} 

 

[API-1695] - Update adjustment terminology for deposit 
transactions on API 2.0 
Mambu allows for transaction adjustment both from the UI and APIs. Initially labeled as transaction 
reversal, we have updated the terminology as to clearly reflect what is happening in the system - a 
transaction is being adjusted by posting an exact opposite, and the original transaction is not 
reversed. This improvement covers all adjustment terminology updated for API 2.0, covering: 
 

1. Endpoint URL 
Old POST /deposits/transactions/{depositTransactionId}:reverse 

New POST /deposits/transactions/{depositTransactionId}:adjust 

 
2. Transactions fields 

Old New 

reversalTransactionKey adjustmentTransactionKey 

wasReversed wasAdjusted 

typeIsReversal typeIsAdjustment 

reversalTransactionID adjustmentTransationID 

 
3. Error source/reason - all error source/reasons were updated, replacing the reverse 

terminology with adjust. 
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[API-1839] - Add malfunctioning note for adjusting fees on loan 
accounts in API 2.0 documentation 
Please note that due to some recent implementations related to fees, some inconsistencies on API 
2.0 fee adjustment functionality have appeared. This is mainly specific to fixed and dynamic loans. We 
are currently actively investigating this and we aim to provide a fix by Q2. An explanatory note in the 
API 2.0 response has also been added with this ticket. Given this, we recommend not using fee 
adjustment via API 2.0. If you are integrated with API 2.0, we recommend for the time being using API 
1.0, since the behaviour is not replicating there or over the UI. We apologise for any inconvenience 
this might be causing. 

3. Bug Fixes 

[DEP-644] - Statement range filter does not work as expected for 
deposit account documents 
When editing a document or generating a statement to display all transaction amounts within a 
selected time range, the filter would not pick up on all relevant transactions. This issue was now fixed 
and all transaction amounts recorded within the selected time range are now displayed in the relevant 
documents and generated statements. 

[DEP-567] - Tiered Interest currency is not updated when changing 
currency to foreign currency 

When creating a deposit product in a foreign currency (i.e. one that is different to the organizations’ 
base currency), the currency symbols would not update for interest rate tiers in the UI. With this fix, all 
currency symbols visible during product creation are updated consistently. 

[DEP-372] - Field "Expiry Date" cannot be updated from the store 
page of a Deposit Account with Overdraft Enabled 

When attempting to update the “Expiry Date” of an overdraft via the “Edit Account” option, the 
changed date would not be saved. This action could only be performed with the “Adjust Overdraft 
Terms” option. With this fix, the expiry date of the overdraft can now also be updated when editing the 
entire account. 

[DEP-52] - Unable to reset data after creating links between 
deposits and loans 
We identified that when loan accounts are secured by guarantors, i.e. when loan accounts are linked 
with deposit accounts, the aggregated data for both account types could not be reset on demand. This 
issue was fixed and all aggregated data can now be reset. 
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[TCS-1269] - "INVALID_PERMISSIONS" return status on API v1.0 for 
a non-admin user with "Create Exchange Rate" permission when 
posting a new currency exchange rate 
When creating a non-admin user with API access and the ‘Create Exchange Rate’ general 
permission, he should have the ability to create a new currency exchange rate via a POST API call. 
As the actual result was an Invalid Permission error, with TCS-1269 we fixed this issue and currency 
exchange rates can be created successfully in the above context. 

[TCS-1253] - After unsuccessful data import, the error highlighting 
is incorrect in the error report 
We identified some cases in which the error report from a failed data import would not point precisely, 
through highlight, to some errors it signaled, due to a difference between row number and index 
number. With this fix, the error report highlights are displayed correctly. 

[TCS-1248] - Incorrect Date Format not validated when adding 
Holidays 
When typing an invalid date while adding a Holiday under Administration, the date was processed and 
saved as a valid but different date than the one introduced. With his fix, we made sure we apply the 
correct data validation and an error is thrown if the entered date is not valid and cannot be processed 
correctly. 

[TCS-588] - Incorrect error messages for an Approved account with 
Transactions and Principal Paid - Offset loans 
When importing Loan accounts, for approved loans which have a principal paid and also transactions, 
the validation process would signal extra error messages for accountID, date and amount of loan 
transaction. With TCS-588, we made sure we only display error messages, where applicable, for 
Interest and Principal Paid for Loan Accounts sheet and Account ID from Loan Transaction sheet.  

[TCS-1242] - Update Currency Exchange Rate via API 1.0 is not 
reflected on the UI 
When updating two Currency Exchange Rate via API 1.0, with the same timestamp, in the Ui, only the 
first updated currency was reflected in the UI, the second remaining ‘Not set’. With this fix, we made 
sure the updates are correctly reflected on the UI as well. 

[CORE-1408] Performance issues on customfield updates on loan 
accounts due to loangroups 
When updating a loan account custom field via API patch request, a select is made for the loan group. 
If the field loan group was empty, tenants with many loan accounts faced performance issues. Mambu 
has fixed this issue and API call is now executed fast. 
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[NEO-835] Cannot add a new installment between 2 existing ones 
for a revolving credit loan account 
A null pointer exception was thrown in some cases when attempting to add a new installment between 
two existing ones. Mambu has addressed this and you should no longer get the NPE. 

[NEO-906] Unexpected error displayed when edit and add 
installments on Revolving loan account 
An unexpected error was thrown sometimes on revolving credit accounts when attempting to 
manually add installments to a revolving account schedule. For example, given an account with 
multiple repayment days within a month, which accepted prepayments, where the repayment 
calculation was 5% of Total Balance and with 3 late installments, when attempting to edit the last late 
installment and add 2 new ones, the respective error would be thrown.  
This issue has been addressed with LNS-18, as the root cause was the fact that installments were not 
created on the due date, regardless if principal would be 0 or not. LNS-18 was released with this 
version, please read more under Improvements.  

[NEO-910] Installment is not created for a revolving credit when 
editing the due date and moving the installment in the past  
Given a revolving credit account with monthly repayments, in arrears, with an edited schedule in order 
for the first repayment date to be moved to the future, upon a second edit over the same installment, 
which moved the installment back to the original due date, the second editing option would not be 
accepted.  
This issue has been addressed with LNS-18, as the root cause was the fact that installments were not 
created on the due date, regardless if principal would be 0 or not. LNS-18 was released with this 
version, please read more under Improvements.  

[NEO-926] Negative interest due amounts on the schedule when a 
late payment is posted on a revolving credit  
In some cases, negative interest due amounts would be generated on a revolving account schedule. 
For example, given the product would have configured a % of Outstanding Principal for the principal 
payment, with a horizontal payment allocation, where late repayments would increase the overdue 
installments and repayments were not rescheduled for non-working days, and given an account with 
multiple repayments, that are not made in the due date, but inconsistently, when attempting to pay off 
the latest installment, the negative interest would be generated.  
This issue has been addressed with LNS-18, as the root cause was the fact that installments were not 
created on the due date, regardless if principal would be 0 or not. LNS-18 was released with this 
version, please read more under Improvements.  

[NEO-1109] First instalment not displayed on schedule of Revolving 
Credit loans with Monthly Repayment day set on 31 and 
disbursement made on the 30th of a month with 31 days 
For loan accounts, which had a product configuration for Monthly Repayment Days set to 31 and 
short Month Handling set to 'To First Day of Next Month', when the disbursement would be on the 
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30th of the month, for ex 30.05.2018, the first installment due date was set to 01.07.2018 instead of 
31.05.2018.  
This issue has been addressed with LNS-18, as the root cause was the fact that installments were not 
created on the due date, regardless if principal would be 0 or not. LNS-18 was released with this 
version, please read more under Improvements.  

[NEO-1161] Exception is being thrown when making a repayment 
on a revolving credit account with fees applied 
An exception was thrown when entering a repayment for some accounts that had fees applied.  
This issue has been addressed with LNS-18, as the root cause was the fact that installments were not 
created on the due date, regardless if principal would be 0 or not. LNS-18 was released with this 
version, please read more under Improvements.  

[NEO-934] Revolving credit account with flat amount in Arrears 
when it should not be 
Some revolving accounts would end up in arrears arrears a day earlier in some scenarios.  
This issue has been addressed with LNS-18, as the root cause was the fact that installments were not 
created on the due date, regardless if principal would be 0 or not. LNS-18 was released with this 
version, please read more under Improvements.  

[NEO-1075] Broken dropdown from Reset Data - All branches 
When resetting data in Administration, the "All Branches" dropdown would not be entirely displayed 
on the page. Mambu has fixed this inconsistency and the dropdown should be fully visible.  

[NEO-1116] Incorrect labelling of the imported file when Revert 
action is performed in UI 
When reverting an excel data import, the file state would show "Adjusted". Mambu has corrected the 
improper labelling to show "Reverted".  

[NEO-1127] Checkboxes disappear after zooming out a page in 
browser 
After zooming out on a browser page, checkboxes would no longer be visible on the UI. Mambu has 
addressed this and checkboxes should be visible, regardless if zoom in / out is applied.  

[NEO-1128] Placeholder NET_LOAN_DISBURSED calculating 
incorrectly for Revolving Credit product 
The formula behind the Net Value of Disbursed Loan documents placeholder was including the entire 
loan limit for revolving credit accounts, instead of the actual disbursed amount. Mambu has corrected 
this, and the calculation behind this placeholder is "Disbursed Amount - Deducted Disbursement Fee 
+ Capitalized Disbursement Fee" (for ex.: 1000 Disbursed Amount - 100 Deducted Disbursement Fee 
+ 50 Capitalised Disbursement Fee = 950 Net ).  
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[NEO-1130] "Net Value of Disbursed Loan" placeholder is not 
displayed on loan account document 
For several loan product types, the Net Value of Disbursed Loan placeholder would not be displayed 
on the product document. Mambu has addressed this, and the placeholder is not visible on loan 
products.  

[NEO-1129] API 2.0 error messages need updating for adding 
bookingDate parameter to reverse transactions that do not allow it 
For adjustment transactions that do not support bookingDate parameter, when adding it to the post 
call (for ex: reverse fee applied), a generic message that the parameter is not allowed would be given 
in the response. Mambu has addressed this to provide a clear error response as to why the call is 
failing.  

[API-1837] Cannot PATCH revolving credit accounts via API 2.0 
This issue focused on revolving account types only. Recently it was discovered that in some 
scenarios, revolving credit accounts couldn’t be patched via API 2.0, failing with an error message 
related to the number of installments. 
We have fixed it and now revolving loan accounts can be successfully patched via API 2.0. 
 
Sandbox release: 12th of February 2019 
Production release: 14th of February 2019 
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